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INTRODUCTION
At Cassiobury Infant and Nursery School we feel it is important to have a feedback and marking policy
to:






Contribute to pupil achievement, self-confidence, pride and ownership of their work;
Have consistent and manageable practices;
Use marking and feedback to inform assessment;
Encourage opportunities for both peer and self-assessment;
Provide frequent feedback of a consistently high quality.

PURPOSE
The key purpose of marking and feedback is to support the child in their learning: by providing clear
feedback pupils know what they are doing well, and how they can improve and learn further. The
audience for the feedback is the child.
Marking and feedback should:









Celebrate success
Motivate the learner
Be precise and meaningful to the individual child
Focus upon the lesson objectives and / or the child’s individual targets
Sometimes show the next step in learning where appropriate
Be part of an ongoing dialogue between staff and the child
Enable the child to reflect on their work, and to respond and improve
Inform assessment and future planning
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CODES AND SYMBOLS
All marking should be carried out in either blue or black ink, and be written in a neat and legible
school style of handwriting so that children and parents can read it easily. All marking must be
against the Learning Objective and Success Criteria shared with the children at the beginning of the
lesson. A Learning Objective or Development Matters Statement, in Early Years, must be provided on
every piece of written work; ‘Steps to Success’ may be listed and highlighted denoting ‘Tickled Pink /
Green for Growth’ where appropriate.
Day to day marking will involve the use of marking codes, next to the LO:















G – Guided work with the Teacher or TA. Every child should be given two sessions per week (in
English, Mathematics or topic) during which they work in a guided group with either the class
teacher or teaching assistant
I – Independent work
V – Verbal feedback given within the lesson
1:1 – Indicates the child has had individual support
S – a scaffold resource was provided to help support the child with their work
All work is to be initialled by the person marking it.
 indicates that the Learning Objective for that lesson has been met
 indicates that the Learning Objective for that lesson has been partially met, but requires
further practise
 indicates that the Learning Objective for that lesson has not been met; the child will need
further support
Correct answers will be marked with a 
Incorrect answers will be marked with a  in e.g. Mathematics (the child should be given the
opportunity to go back and make a correction where appropriate)
Correcting mistakes in KS1:
- Year 1: The mistake will be highlighted in green so that the child knows which word /
sentence / element to correct with their ‘purple polishing pen’. Stamps will be used as a
prompt to indicate the type of mistake. (These are displayed in the classroom and are
stuck in the children’s books)
- Year 2:
Autumn Term (as above)
Spring Term:  A wand at the beginning of the line indicates there is a mistake that the
children have to find and correct themselves using a ‘purple polishing pen’. Stamps will be
used as a prompt to indicate the type of mistake.
- Summer Term: A stamp will be used next to the LO sticker / at the top of the work to show
the child that they have made a specific type of mistake and need to check their work, find
the error and correct it
Correcting mistakes in Reception:
Children receive instant verbal feedback when they work with the teacher as part of a
Guided Group or Adult Led activity. They are then supported to immediately work on any
identified ‘Next Step’/’What’s Next’ based on their outcome from the activity. ‘Purple
polishing pens’ are introduced individually as appropriate with all children having been
introduced to them in the Summer Term.
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See appendices for all of the codes and symbols used in KS1 and EYFS

‘TICKLED PINK’ AND ‘GREEN FOR GROWTH’
In depth marking using ‘Tickled pink’ and ‘green for growth’ highlighting is to be carried out on
written work that has been completed independently (as opposed to Guided Work). A focus for the
piece of work is chosen by the teacher and then elements in the work linked to this are highlighted
accordingly:
- Pink: to show a strength within the work linked specifically to one focus for the writing
- Green: one or two areas for development
In Key Stage 1 Pupils are expected to identify and record the reason why the teacher has highlighted
their work pink e.g. adjectives / full stops etc.
Additional comments are written in either black or blue ink. Children are to be given specific time to
reflect on and respond to this marking. In Maths, teachers highlight the ‘steps to success’ (pink or
green) to indicate whether or not the child has achieved the learning / different processes needed for
the lesson.

SELF EVALUATION
As part of Assessment for Learning (AfL), children will be asked to self-evaluate their work for each
lesson in relation to the Learning Objective by using a ‘traffic light’ system:

 Green circle indicates: I understand this work and feel confident
 Amber circle indicates: I am beginning to understand the work but I need more practise
 Red circle indicates: I don’t yet understand this work and found it hard
HOW WILL WE SHOW PROGRESSION THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL?
EYFS:
In the Early Years Foundation Stage, children are given feedback orally in a way which encourages
them to value their learning and to be aware of their ‘Next Steps’/ ‘What’s Next’. Pink highlighters will
be used as and when appropriate and next steps recorded in green by the adult along with the use of
stamps (see appendix). There will be simple comments when required related to the Development
Matters Statements the children are working towards and oral feedback will be given. In Adult Led
books Teachers and TAs will also indicate the level of support given to the child and the group size.
When the adults prompt or question the children further to enhance or further develop their
learning/understanding the adult’s interaction is recorded show where support was received. ‘Purple
Polishing Pens’ are introduced as appropriate through Reception, usually towards the Summer Term.
KS1:
In this phase the aim is to encourage the children to become actively involved with the feedback
process, whilst continuing to value their achievements. Children should become increasingly
confident to identify their next steps and act upon on. They will be given opportunities to amend or
edit their work using ‘Purple Polishing Pens’ regularly.
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TARGETS - EYFS
In Reception, ‘Next Steps’/ ‘What’s Next’ are set as and when identified. In Adult Led and
Independent Write activities, Teachers and TAs will immediately identify and support the child to
meet the targets set. During Busy Learning Time (BLT) Teachers and TAs may also identify further
support children may require, they will look for opportunities to immediately address this, making a
note of the intervention and support through observations. If further support is required in either
situation the ‘Next Step’/ ‘What’s Next’ is recorded and the child is supported to work on these again
through targeted class interventions. The children are always spoken to about their targets so that
they understand and know what they are working towards.
TARGETS – KS1
In KS1, individual writing targets are set and reviewed for each child following their monthly
‘Independent Write’. This target is to be applied to all areas of writing across the curriculum. A record
of each child’s next steps for writing are recorded on a classroom display. In Mathematics children
receive instant verbal feedback through ‘in the moment marking’. They are then supported to
immediately work on any identified ‘Next Step’ to ensure an in-depth understanding of the concept
taught before they move on in their learning. If a child hasn’t understood the concept taught, they
have an intervention / spotlight session with the TA to revise or recap the concept before moving on.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
Feedback and Marking should be as objective as possible whilst also allowing for the different levels
of ability and the need to motivate. Children should perceive the marking system to be fair and be
given access to the success criteria so that they are not ‘in the dark’ as to how they will be able
achieve success.
EVALUATION
This policy will be reviewed and monitored regularly to ensure that it supports children’s learning and
that it is manageable for staff. The monitoring cycle will focus on:




Its successful application throughout the school by teachers and other staff
The extent to which children have responded to comments and marking by extending their
learning
Pupils’ self-assessment
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KS1 – Marking & Feedback Codes
Symbol
Meaning
Learning objective (LO) achieved
Needs more support to achieve
LO – almost there
Has not achieved the LO –
further support needed

1:1

Received 1:1 support with this
task

I

Worked independently

G

Guided Group work

V

Verbal feedback given

S

Scaffold provided to support
child

---------------

--------------------------

Maths correction / incorrect
answer
A wand to show that something
is wrong and you wish for it to be
changed / improved
Detective time – investigate
what you did well

All work to be initialed by the person who marked it
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EYFS – Marking & Feedback Codes
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